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1. Editors Comments
Well, another year rolls by, but this time with a difference. I
have contributions from Leigh VK6WA and TY VK6HTY and
Steve VK6BBM. It all helps, so keep the articles flowing in. If
you are wondering what the offset dish mount on the front page
is demonstrating a unique way of mounting the offset dish.
Checkout the dish article and the ultimate mobile field day
trailer at this site https://vk4zq.wordpress.com/
2. From the President’s desk Terry VK6ZLT.
What a breath of fresh air to see an active participation of the
by a number of members of the WAVHF GROUP and the VK6
MICROWAVE GROUP who met at the Lion lookout
(Lesmurdie) just off Welshpool road at the top of the scarp..
Extensive attempts by those with receiving capability to hear
the 10GHz beacon from the Wireless Hill in Ardross. All to no
avail. The day was saved by the use of a mini beacon created
by Phil VK6ZKO enabling verification of some receivers. The
Presidents gear although assembled suffered from extensive
master oscillator drift cancelling any chance of receiver
operation. Subsequent research by Terry VK6ZLT and Denis
VK6AKR found out why the 10GHz beacon at Wireless Hill was
not operating; the 12volt supply was U/S. A jury rigged external
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battery supply was substituted and the beacon burst into
operation. A mains operated power supply was subsequently
installed and beacon appeared to be operating satisfactorily.
All those who participated agreed to meet again as soon as
practicable.

Pictured from left to right
1,

Keith VK6EME/ KB

2.

Denis VK6AKR

3.

Leigh VK6WA

4.

Martin VK6ZMS

5.

Ian VK6DW_

6.

Steve VK6IR

7..

Larry VK6NOL__

8.

Phil VK6ZKO

9.

Dean VK6DS

10.

Terry VK6ZLT
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3.

Ham Shack Power Supply
Author: Leigh Harrison, VK6WA

Date: 21/04/2018 Issue 1.1

Introduction
I am in the process of setting up my ham station at VK6WA and required a suitable low
voltage DC (13.8V) power supply. I wanted the supply to have the following features:
240V AC input
13.8V DC output (nominal) @ 30A maximum
3 x 10A fused outputs
LCD or similar voltage panel meter (0-20V range)
Over-voltage (15V) and under-voltage (11V) protection

Construction
I purchased a suitable switched mode power supply at a local ham fest. It was a server "hot
swap" unit and had been modified to increase the 12V output to 13.8V. All very good but for
my purposes but it needed some repackaging for desktop operation. I had a large ABS
instrument case which had plenty of room for the power supply and enough ventilation holes
for airflow.
I rewired the mains input connection to include a 3.15A slow blow fuse (F4) and illuminated
switch (S1).
A Dick Smith LCD panel meter in the "junk box" was pressed into service as the voltmeter.
Unfortunately, it needed a floating DC supply to work correctly. Luckily, I found this circuit
on the Internet by W4ZT and with some minor modifications it worked a treat. The
transformer (TR1) is an audio output type 500 ohms to 8 ohms (Altronics M0216). D4
clamps the output voltage to 9V. LED3 indicates that the supply is OK.
The voltage protection circuit is supplied with 8V from IC5 (LM7808) which happened to be
at hand. A 9V regulator would also be fine. I used a 5V reference IC (ZRB500) to supply
5V_REF to IC3, the quad comparator (LM339). IC3a and IC3b are the over/under voltage
window detector. IC3c and IC3d drive LED1 and LED2 and invert the logic to IC4. IC4 is the
low impedance driver for Q1 (BUK456), the MOSFET switch.
The relay coil is connected to the drain Q1 and VDD. Both sets of normally open contacts are
paralleled to supply three 10A fuses for various bits of equipment in the VK6WA shack.
Additionally LEDs 4-7 are provided to indicate the presence of 13.8V before and after the
DC fuses.
The floating meter supply, the under/over-voltage protection circuit and LEDs 4-7 were all
constructed on pieces of scrap strip-board. The fused DC output from the supply was
connected to a terminal block at the rear of the supply. This was to allow connection to the
main station DC distribution block.
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Conclusion
The supply works very well with good regulation. The metering seems to
be holding it's calibration. C10 and C11 were added to reduce RFI to a
reasonable level from the SMPS and the floating 9V DPM supply. I
changed R15 - R19 from 2k7 to 5k6, reducing the brightness of the
LEDs (a personal choice).
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4.

SSTV on the handheld
By Ty VK6HTY & Steve VK6BBM

"Here's an interesting small AR project that was a quick 'proof-ofconcept' that even young children or teenagers could have a go at.
The crux of this project is that two people can send photos to each other
using a SSTV encoder/decoder mobile phone app paired with a handheld radio.
On one of the activity days at the Operators Cottage in February I
noticed Steve (VK6BBM) was experimenting with a SDR on a laptop.
I asked Steve to have a go at using his SDR for SSTV. His laptop had
HDSDR to interface with the RTL.SDR dongle attached to the Group’s
QHA antenna. The audio output from HDSDR was distributed to various
programs using VB Audio Virtual Cable (as a software patch cable). In
my setup the output was routed to Audacity (so I could listen to the
audio) and Digital Master 780 which is an add-on program for decoding
various digital modes in Ham Radio Deluxe (version 5). Digital Master is
capable of decoding all the popular SSTV formats. Below is a JPG of
one of Ty’s transmissions sent using Scottie 1 format.

SSTV is slow-scan TV. It's transmitting
an analogue signal of a digitised
encoded image via radio. I think NASA's
Apollo mission used SSTV to transmit its
lunar photos back to Earth in the 60's.

Gear to use:
Two Radios, VHF/UHF hand-helds, SSTV can be and is used over HF if
that's the radio you have.
Android phone, I used 'SSTV Encoder' for encoding and 'Robot36' for
decoding. There is a paid app that does both called 'DroidSSTV', I didn't
try it. Check the equivalents on iPhones.
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Plan of Action:
Install apps and add your callsign to the decoding app, the callsign text
becomes an overlay on any picture that is used.
Choose a mode of transmission, Martin 1, M1 is a default. There's also
Robot, Scottie, PD and others. Each mode encodes in different ways,
some faster than others, room for more experimenting.
Contact each other on an appropriate simplex frequency, see Band
Plan.

Transmitting:
Find an image or take a
picture with your phone. Keep
the pictures clean, nothing too
personal, just fairly neutral.
Tell the receiving operator that
the transmission is just about
to start, gives them time to
setup receiving decoder.
Hold the speaker phone close
to mic of handheld.
Push down on the PTT, then
click the play button on decode app. Leaving a short break makes for a
clean transmission of start and end of the audio.
Hold PTT in until the audio signal runs out.
Receiving:
Hold the phone mic close to the radio speaker.
Click on Play on decoding app.
Sit back and watch the 'magic' happen.
If everything went well the
receiving operator should have a
decoded image. The clearness of
the image depends on as many
things as any other radio
operation. Volume and mic
setting may need tweaking.
Leave that break between
pushing PTT and playing
encoded image.
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There is plenty of scope for experimenting, adding audio cables,
experiment with different modes, or turn it into a 'walking tour' game.
Have a go and 73...Ty, VK6HTY"
5.

VHF & Microwave - Sites of interest

RF Basics - https://pdfserv.maximintegrated.com/en/an/AN5300.pdf
https://www.maximintegrated.com/en/app-notes/index.mvp/id/5300
http://www.microwavers.org/indexb.htm
http://rsgb.org/main/operating/beacons-and-repeaters/vhf-uhf-andmicrowave-beacons/
https://www.qdg.org.au/qdgvhfl.htm
http://f5soh.free.fr/montages/milliwatt/milliwatt.html
6.

Contact index

President Terry VK6ZLT

president@wavhfgroup.org.au

Vice- President Denis VK6AKR committee@wavhfgroup.org.au
Secretary Graeme VK6LV

secretary@wavhfgroup.org.au

Treasurer Graeme VK6LV

treasurer@wavhfgroup.org.au

Publicity TY

committee@wavhfgroup.org.au

VK6HTY

Activities Terry VK6ZLT

president@wavhfgroup.org.au

Museum Rep Bob VK6KW

committee@wavhfgroup.org.au

Bulletin Editor Terry VK6ZLT

president@wavhfgroup.org.au

Councillor Tom

VK6ZAF

committee@wavhfgroup.org.au

Councillor Ty

VK6HTY

committee@wavhfgroup.org.au

Councillor

Phil

VK6ZKO committee@wavhfgroup.org.au
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Councillor Graham VK6FGMC

committee@wavhfgroup.org.au

Councillor Steve

VK6VHZ

committee@wavhfgroup.org.au

Trustee # 1 Wally

VK6KZ

committee@wavhfgroup.org.au

Trustee # 2 Bob

VK6PO

committee@wavhfgroup.org.au

New or Intending members
Why not checkout the following
http://www.wavhfgroup.org.au/history
http://www.wavhfgroup.org.au/subscriptions

Having trouble with your TV
reception?
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